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Transcendental Dimensional order 

1. 5-space in the roll of dimension works out transcendental dimensional order. 

2. 5-space content lump manifests as domain fold of Hyper Cube-5. 

3. 5-space content lump as domain fold while in the roll of dimension fold shall 

be leading us to unity state setup of the format of 7-space. 

4. Therefore, broad feature of transcendental dimensional order is that it leads us 

to unity state format. 

5. It is this attainment of unity state by the transcendental dimensional order 

which makes Vedas (Samhitas) of prime importance. 

6. Beginning with linear dimensional order (1-space in the roll of dimension) and 

reaching up-till transcendental dimensional order (5-space in the roll of 

dimension) is a very big reach. 

7. One way to look at it is that this reach is attainable in 5 steps namly :  

I Linear order (1-space in the roll of dimension)  

ii. Spatial order (2-space in the roll of dimension) 

 iii. Solid order 3-space in the roll of dimension  

iv. Creative order (4-space in the roll of dimension) and 

 V. Transcendental order (5-space in the roll of dimension). 
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8. However this reach from linear order to transcendental order is of many steps 

as linear order creates Tri-Loki, spatial order creates Creator’s space, Solid 

order creates Transcendental domain, Creative order creates Self-referral 

domain and ultimately transcendental order creates unity state. 

9. The transcendental order (5-space in the roll of dimension) when chased in 

terms of dimensional syntheses values, it shall be leading us to the range (5, 

7,6,2,-5,---). 

10. However dimensional syntheses value of 5 liner dimensions comes to be (15). 

11. Dimensional synthesis value of 5 spatial dimensions comes to be (10). 

12. Dimensional synthesis value of 5 solid dimensions comes to be (5). 

13. Dimensional synthesis value of 5 Creative dimensions comes to be (0). 

14. Dimensional synthesis value of 5 Transcendental dimensions comes to be (-5). 

15. One may have a pause here and take note that dimensional synthesis value of 5-

creative dimensions is (0). 

16. Further it also would be relevant to note that dimensional synthesis value range 

for of 5-dimension comes to be:  

     (-------25,20,15,10,5,0,-5,-10,-15,-20,-25,--------). 

17. Here It would be relevant to note that dimensional synthesis value of 5 negative 

linear order dimensions comes to be (25), and dimensional synthesis value of 5 

dimensions of Brahman state (9-space in the roll of dimension) comes to be      

(-25).   

18. This way dimensional synthesis values pair (-25,25) comes to be for 5-

dimensions of negative linear order (-1space in the roll of dimension) and of 5 

Brahman state dimensional order (9-space in the roll of dimension). 

19. With it the pairing of (-1 space in the roll of dimension ), (9-space in the roll of 

dimension) and the reach of values pair (25,-25) deserves to be chased. 

20. One shall sit comfortably and chase this phenomena. 

21. It would be a very blissful exercise to chase the above phenomena. 

 

…to be continued 
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